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1 91 531 750 Stochastic'Processes
Exam. Date: Og-O4-2013, 1 3:45-16:45

ln all answers: motivate your answer. When derivation is required, you must provide
the derivation. This exam consists of 7 problems. The total number of points is 36.

1. consider a renewar process -,,^::::,::T;r, r(.) and expectatio n p, otthe times
between successive renewals. Let m(t) denote the renewal function of this pro-

:
CCSS.

a) [2pt] Argue that m(t) satisfies the following equation:

m(t): t>0.F(t) + 
lo' 

*r, - r)d,F(r),

b) [3pt] Assume that F(.) is not arithmetic. Let d, be the age at f > 0. Derive
limt-* P(fi > r).

2. A production process on a factory yields waste that is temporarily stored on the
factory site. The amounts of waste that are produced in successive weeks are
independent and identically distributed random variables Xt,Xz,..., with mean tl
and variance 02.-Opportunities to remove the waste from the factory site occur at
the end of each week. The following control rule is used. lf the amount Of waste
present is larger than D, then all the waste present is removed; otherwise, nothing
is removed. There is a fixed cost of K ,> 0 for removing the waste and a variable
cost of o ) 0 for each unit of waste in excess of the amount D.
a) [2pt] Let rn(s) be the renewal function of the renerrval process w.here the times
between successive reriewals are Xr,x2,.... Express the average number of
weeks between two successive removals of the waste in terms of m(s).

b) t2ptlAssuming that D is sufficiently large compared to p, give an approximation
for the total costs paid by the factory each time when a waste is removed.

3. [2pt] Consider two random variables:

7r: {minn> 3: Sn:,Sr-s}, Tz:Tt-3.

ls 7r a Markov time? ls T2 a Markov time?



4. Let {&} be a seqrr.e,nce, of random variables such that,tr(X; - 1) : p, P(Xr :

So :0; S,= X\+Xz* "' * Xr,. .n21.
Define also

?r:min{n€N:S,:1}.
a) [2pt] Find E(fi). You use the fact that EQ) < oo.

b) t2ptl Define Yn - "bsn-m 
for constants b-and c. Derive a necessary relation between

the constants b and c in order that Y, is a martingale.

c) [3pt] Find the moment fr6heiaiing function IE(e-"a; for c > 0.

5. Consider the bounded martingqle {M"}ff:,. Let Xn : Lt=r* (tWn - Mx.r).

a) [zpt] Show that {X"}p, is a martingale.

b) [2pt] Prov,g tha:t {{n} converges with probabili[y one.

c) [2pt] Prove that {X"} converges in the mean.

6. l-et {X(r),t > 0} be a standard Brownian motion and define the Brownian bridge

.z(t) : x(t) -,tx(l) for o <, S 1'

a) I?ptl ls {-. .-t(t), , > 0} a Brownian motion? Is {x(2il - x(ti,'t ,-0} a p1.9wnian motion?

' b) {3ptl Eind the covariance function otthe Brownian bridge for allO '{ s ( t (:tr..
c) [2pt] Showthat {B(t),t > 0} is a Brownian motion tor B(t) defined by B(t): (1 +
t)z(h).

7. t-et 1x1t),t >0) be a standhrd Biownian niotion.

a) [3pt] Prove Kolmegorov's inequality for Brownian. motion:

,(^1,o,lx(,)l ,,\.r1,', e )o.
\O<u<t /

b) tzpt] Let r(t) : supo<u<r x(") - x(t). Derive theidistribution of Y(t).

Total: 36 points
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